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Nils Bech
Echo

“Echo”, the first album for DFA from acclaimed Norwegian 
avant garde pop vocalist Nils Bech. It is set for release on 
October 14th.

A busy stage actor and singer already well known in his 
native Norway for three albums released on Oslo’s Fysisk 
Format, “Echo” marks a pivotal turning point for Bech, and 
something of a radical sonic departure too. The keys to 
the seachange lie with Bech’s new collaborator, the young 
underground DJ, producer and beat maker Drippin, known 
for his work with American rap artists such as LE1F and 
Cakes Da Killa. As a result, where his previous work was 
strange, ethereal and otherworldly – completely and utterly 
unique - “Echo” throbs with a renewed sense of vigour and 
urgency, without losing any of the idiosyncratic beauty 
which marked Bech’s work out before.

The sound created here is strange and immediate. 
Stuttering sharp bass kicks combine with clanging 
5-alarm snare drums made of glass, orchestra stabs 
and melancholy piano lines jump in and out of the 
arrangements. These new elements and ideas are married 
to the already singular voice of Nils Bech, with “Echo” 
becoming something new, exciting and 100% Norwegian 
- homegrown and ready for the world. Just listen to new 
track “Waiting” for evidence of his truly inimitable vision, as 
martial drums anchor Bech’s floating, weightless vocals, to 
create something swoonsome, beguiling and defiantly its 
own creature.

The music comes to full fruition when performed live, as 
proven at two packed performances at the 2016 By Larm 
Festival where Nils was joined onstage by both Drippin 
& Øyvind Mathisen, who also produced, arranged and 
played on the album alongside Bech. Make sure not to 
miss the completely original and striking sound of Nils 
Bech. 

The song “Waiting” by Nils Bech was used in the trailer 
for SKAM, a wildly popular Norwegian TV show, a similar 
show to Skins, quite pointed at the teen market. The song 
was released exclusively in Norway in June on streaming 
and digital platform and entered the Norwegian Top 60 on 
iTunes.

LINK TO SKAM TRAILER

Echo will be released October 14 2016 on CD, Digital and 
Vinyl on DFA Records.
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Electronic, Dance
Depeche Mode, David Bowie, Klaus Nomi, 
Night Slugs, Fade To Mind, Bjork & Arca, 
ANOHNI & Oneohtrix Point Never

01. Waiting
02. Too Little Too Late
03. Glimpse Of Hope
04. Please Stay
05. Drip, Drip
06. Let Go
07. Echo
08. Jealousy
09. A Sudden Sickness
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